Evaluation of algorithms for ratio imaging in fluorescence microscopy.
Ratio imaging in fluorescence microscopy is used in measuring parameters such as pH, pCa, cytoplasmic porosity, and the relative concentration of fluorescent analogs within single cells. The fastest method for ratio imaging is to use lookup tables on special-purpose image processors. Since lookup tables store integers in integer addresses, using a lookup table will generate rounding errors. The magnitude of the error will depend on the transformation performed and on the number of levels used in the lookup table. We examined ratio imaging by lookup table and computed the errors generated by both inversion and log subtraction methods. Both uniformly fluorescing fields and fluorescing cell images were employed to provide data for use in confirming our calculations and illustrating both the magnitude and spatial incidence of errors. It is shown that, through proper design of lookup tables, a significant reduction can be made in the errors generated in comparison with common methods available in most image processors.